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tents, barracks, and latrines, ventilation, water,
methods of testing its purity and filtration, etc. In
four appendices is given a formulary for antiseptic
solutions, ungüenta, etc., lists of materials for surgical
dressings and necessary drugs, with directions for the
most convenient way of packing for transportation
and for their use. Finally, a list of supplies copied
from that used on the Nile expedition during the late
Egyptian campaign, giving the equipment of twelve
men for one hundred days. The book is well written,
and contains much information on subjects usually
omitted in such hand-books, and, although treatment
and methods of operation (though good) may not be
in all respects what is now considered the most ap-
proved, still the remainder of the essay is alone
enough to make it a work of interest and value to
every one liable to be called to fulfil the duties of a

military medical officer, or of an analogous position.
Health Lessons. A Primary Book. By Jerome
Walker, M.D. pp.194. New York :~D. Apple-
ton & Co. 1887.
Among the numerous publications relating to ele-

mentary hygiene, which have recently appeared, this
is one of the best. The author says in his preface :
" In this little book the aim has been to teach health-
subjects to young children in a truthful and interest-
ing way, and by somewhat different methods than
those usually employed." Dr. Walker has succeeded
in presenting the subject of hygiene in a manner both
intelligible and entertaining. Technicalities are al-
most entirely excluded, so that the youngest children
may readily comprehend the subjects presented.

The illustrations form a very attractive feature of
the book ; they are all new and original, and show a
marked improvement over the hackneyed wood-cuts of
older books of the same sort. Comparative anatomy
is occasionally called in to aid the young learner.

As an example, an illustration upon page 129, in-
tended to teach the uses of the bones, shows in one

picture a man, a horse, a turtle, a tree in foliage, and
a house. In another picture on the same page are

presented the skeletons of a man, a horse, a turtle, a
tree in winter with bare branches, and the frame-work
of a house.
With reference to the alcohol question, the author

says, " While there is special teaching as to the effects
of alcoholic stimulants and of narcotics upon the
human system, they are presented in such a way, in
connection with other subjects, as is believed will ap-
peal most forcibly to the imagination and the reason-

ing powers of children, and leave the strongest im-
pressions upon the mind as to the evils attending the
use of these things."

The experiment has been tried in the Labor district,
India, during last year, of vaccinating from a young
buffalo instead of from a calf, and the results were

in every way satisfactory. What led to the expe-
riment being made was the prejudice of the Hindus
against being vaccinated from the young of the
sacred cow, while, on the other hand, the standing
objection of the people to allowing the lymph to
be taken from the arms of their children rendered it
almost impossible to obtain an adequate supply of
lymph.

REPORT OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL.
The report of the Surgeon-General of the United

States Army for the year ending June 30, 1887, is an

exceedingly interesting document, and in no part more

interesting than in the pages devoted to the hygiene
of the army. An important part of the duty of a

medical officer is the supervision, under the direction
of his immediate commander, of the hygiene of the
post to which he is attached, and the recommendation
of such measures as he may deem necessary to pre-
vent or diminish disease among the troops. Army
regulations now provide that he shall examine, at
least once a month, the sanitary condition of all build-
ings belonging to the post, the rations, the water sup-
ply, the drainage, the clothing and the habits of the
men, and shall report thereon to the commanding of-
ficer with such recommendations as he may deem
proper. A copy of each report, with the action of the
commanding officer thereon, is forwarded to the sur-

geon-general.
In regard to these reports the surgeon-general says :

" By far the greater portion of the sanitary measures

recommended were carefully considered, practical,
and capable of being easily carried into effect with the
means at command, and, it is gratifying to note, the
medical officers as a rule received the cordial support
and co-operation of their immediate commanders in
their efforts to increase the health and comfort of the
commands to which they were attached." The want
of such co-operation between commanding officers and
their medical subordinates was at times a source of
ill health among the troops during the war, and that
these efforts have been attended with a large measure

of success is evidenced by the diminished rates of
sickness and mortality in the army for the jear 1886,
as conipared with previous years.

The care with which some of these recommenda-
tions were made is shown by the copious extracts
given. The fullest reports given are on the subject
of the clothing furnished the troops serving in the
southern portions of the country. Medical Director
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E. P. Vollum, in endorsing the recommendation of
Assistant Surgeon Carter, post surgeon at Fort Ring-
gold, Texas, states that the United States stands alone
in the measure of forcing its troops to wear the same

uniform during all seasons and in all latitudes ; and
in the twenty-four degrees embraced within the boun-
daries of our country there are some places as hot as

any occupied by white troops anywhere in the world.
In this tardiness in adapting the clothing of our troops
to the climate, we stand about where the English did
in the first days of their occupancy of India.
Where troops along the southern border are allowed

to dress somewhat according to the suggestions of
their instinct, and the necessities of the climate as

found out by experience, which is sometimes done on

scouting trips, they throw off their woollen uniforms,
and use any light garment they can find. Officers
who were on the campaign in Arizona and Sonora,
that was made against Geronimo's band, report that
the infantry marched most of the way in drawers and
undershirts, and that after the men once experienced
the luxury of wearing these light garments they never
put on the blue woollen trousers again till their re-

turn home.
The medical public will agree most heartily with

the Surgeon-General in his statement in regard to the
index-catalogue : "The usefulness of this work to the
medical writers and teachers, not only of the United
States but of other countries, can hardly be over-

estimated, and it is very desirable that it should be
completed as rapidly as possible." The first part of
Volume IX is already in press.
A portion of the new museum and library building

is already occupied, so that the most important part
of the pension records, and of the library, have been
made secure from fire. The museum has been en-

riched by the plaster casts and bony preparations of
the late Prof. F. H. Hamilton, of New York. It is
to be hoped that the recommendation made in the
last report, and renewed this year, that authority be
given for the publication of an illustrated catologue of
the museum will be granted.
The number of medical officers permanently dis-

abled is becoming a matter of serious embarrassment
to the department, and an increase of twenty assistant
surgeons is recommended.

A MILITIA AMBULANCE CORPS FOR NEW
YORK.

A recent general order, issued from the office of
the Adjutant-General of the New York National
Guard, provides for the establishment of an ambu-
lance corps modelled upon the corps recently estab-
lished in the regular army. For a regiment or bat-
talion the corps will consist of the hospital steward,
and three enlisted men from each company of seventy-
five men, and two enlisted men from each company of
less than that number, and two corporals may be in-
cluded in the detail. The men are to be detailed on

the recommendation of the senior medical officer, and
shall be relieved from such duty on the application
of the medical officer having charge of the corps to
which they are attached. The men are not relieved
from regular duties except when on duty with the
corps in active service. The corps is to be under the
immediate orders, control and instruction of the senior
medical officer of the command to which it belongs.
An annual course of instruction to be given by the

medical officers includes rudimentary instruction in
the diagnosis and treatment of the common accidents
and diseases to which the militia are exposed, stretcher
drill, and matters pertaining to the transportation of
the wounded, personal and camp hygiene. At the
close of the course of instruction the men are to be
examined by a board appointed by the commander of
the brigade with the approval of the surgeon-general.
After passing the examination enlisted men will be
permitted to wear at all times a badge distinctive of
the ambulance corps of the state. When actually on

duty men of the corps will wear an arm badge (bras-
sard) of white cloth with the red cross.

The New York organization differs from that of
Massachusetts in attaching the corps to the regiment
rather than to the brigade, and in detailing men pre-
viously enlisted, rather than enlisting men specially
for the corps.
Each method recognizes the necessity of a special

training for the duties of stretcher bearers, and each
ought to give good results. With the system estab-
lished in the regular army and in the militia of two
States, other States ought soon to follow the ex-

ample.
The Journal watches with pride the establishment

of these various ambulance corps, which has followed
its suggestion of September 25, 1884.

CIRCULAR INSANITY.
There is a kind of mental alienation which, al-

though its existence has impressed itself on medical
literature from ancient times, has only within the last
thirty-four years obtained, as it were, the right of
domain in the nosology of diseases of the mind. This
form of insanity goes by the name of folie à double
forme, " circular insanity " or " alternating insanity."
In January, 185 4, a memoir was read before the

Academy of Medicine, Paris,, by M. Baillarger, with
the following title : " Note Concerning a Kind of
Madness whose Paroxysms are characterized by Two
Regular Periods, the one of Depression, the other of
Excitation." Baillarger's paper contained reports of
seventeen cases, a part of which had come under his
own observation, and a part were borrowed, on which
were founded the conclusions which led him to add
another group to the established groups of mental
affections. To this new kind of insanity he gave the
name of "folie à double forme." He explained the
word paroxysm, as used in his definition, as meaning
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" the reunion of two periods of excitation and depres-
sion, following each other without intermission."
Any alleged intermittence between the two phases of
the disease he affirmed to be, not a return to complete
sanity, but only a minor degree or " shade " of one or
the other of the phases. He pointed out the types
which this malady may assume in its course, and indi-
cated certain predominant symptoms which may char-
acterize the period of excitation, such as nympho-
mania, satyriasis, and dipsomania. lie, moreover,
dwelt on the essential incurability of the disease.
A few days after the reading of M. Baillarger's

communication, M. J. Falret, Sr., published the first
part of his " Clinical Lessons on Mental Disease "

—

a work embodying a part of a course of lectures de-
livered by him at the Salpetriere. In this brochure,
we find essentially the same form of mental alienation
described under the name of folie circulaire (circular
insanity), and proof that these two alienists, Baillar-
ger and Falret, had been simultaneously excogitating
and elaborating the same train of ideas as deductions
from independent observations. Any question as to
the right of priority seems frivolous under the circum-
stances. The main .difference between Baillarger's
conception and that of Falret, is that the latter in-
sists upon the existence of a lucid interval of greater
or less length between the maniacal stage and the
melancholic stage. Just a fortnight after Baillarger's
-communication, Falret read a paper before the Acad-
emy with the title : " Memoir on Circular Insanity,
a form of mental disease characterized by the succes-
sive and regular reproduction of the maniacal state,
the melancholic state, and a more or less prolonged
lucid interval." In this memoir, Falret endeavored
to show that the passage of mania into melancholia,
and vice versa, had been observed from the earliest
times as an accidental occurrence, but that it had not
been sufficiently noticed, or, at least, it had not been
expressly stated, that there exists a certain category
of lunatics in whom this succession of mama and
melancholia manifests itself in a continuous and quite
regular manner. This fact, he says, had seemed to
him sufficiently important to serve as the basis of a
particular form of mental disease, which he called cir-
cular insanity, " because the existence of this kind of
madmen revolves in one and the same circle of morbid
states, which reproduce themselves without cessation,
as if fatally, and are separated by a very brief interval
of reason." The " melancholia " which he describes
is " au extreme physical and moral depression, amount-
ing sometimes to complete suspension of the intellect-
ual and affective faculties." The period of expression
is much longer than the period of maniacal exaltation.
Moreover, " this is one of the most grave forms of
mental alienation, which hardly admits of any lasting
amelioration." Falret, lastly, shows the importance
of heredity in the production of this species of in-
sanity, and insists upon its greater frequency in women
than in men.
As for the lucid period which Falret intercalates

between the melancholic and maniacal stages, there is
no doubt, as Ritti observes,1 that a certain proportion
of cases bear out this view of the evolution of this
form of insanity. At the same time, in the great
majority of cases, the lucid interval, if it exists at all,
is so short as to be inconspicuous. More commonly,
the two characteristic phases of the malady impercep-
tibly shade into each other, the patient passing from a

state of extreme melancholy into less and less pro-
nounced states of depression, and so on, going through
a regular pathological cycle into maniacal excite-
ment, and back again into melancholic depression or
stupor.
The treatises of Baillarger and Falret seem defi-

nitely to have established the fact that mania and
melancholia may, in certain cases, be so welded to-
gether as " to constitute a morbid unity composed of
two periods, as the attack of intermittent fever is a
morbid unity formed of three stages."2 Only the
unity which was the creation of Baillarger embraced
somewhat more than was included in the partial con-
ception of Falret, who really saw only one variety of
the morbid species which the former has so well de-
fined. Baillarger's folie à double forme comprehends
all kinds of chronic mental alienation which are char-
acterized by alternating periods of mania and melan-
cholia, whether these follow each other in quick suc-
cession by an apparently abrupt transit, whether they
dovetail into each other, or whether they are separated
by a lucid interval of greater or less length.
Since the publication of the treatises to which refer-

ence has been made above, quite a voluminous litera-
ture has accumulated on the subject, and the terms
" circular insanity," "folie à double forme," with the
complexus of phenomena which they connote, have
now a generally recognized place in the nosology of
mental diseases. In the able and exhaustive work of
Ritti, about all that is known respecting this interest-
ing department of mental diseases is well summed up
and coordinated.

THE NEW YORK QUARANTINE STATION.
The first of the year Mayor Hewitt made public

the report of a committee of the Academy of Medi-
cine, consisting of Drs. C. R. Agnew, E. G. Janeway,
A. Jacobi, Stephen Smith, T. Mitchell Prudden, H. M.
Biggs, and Richard H. Derby, whom he had requested
to make an examination of the Quarantine establish-
ment, and point out its defects and requirements, to
estimate the sum necessary to be appropriated by the
State in order to secure the improvements demanded,
and to suggest whether the city should provide any
further temporary hospitals in case of an outbreak of
cholera. By this committee the manifest deficiencies
of the New York Quarantine have again been pointed
out, and they call upon the Legislature to take prompt
i Traité Clinique de la Folie à double forme, Paris, 1883.
2 Ritti. Loo. oit.
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and active measures to remedy the existing evil». The
plans to accomplish the desired results should, in their
opinion, be speedily prepared by the State officers.
" If there be neglect in this matter," they say, " and
cholera, which has threatened to invade the port for
more than three years, and has recently been brought
to Quarantine, should appear in the spring, and, fa-
vored by warm weather, pass an imperfect quarantine,
and reach New York City or Brooklyn, or possiblj'
extend beyond to near or remote places, public opin-
ion would seek out the blameworthy and visit them
with a condemnation which no seclusion would be
deep enough to smother or mitigate."

In transmitting this report to Governor Hill, the
Mayor remarks in an accompanying letter that it dis-
closes a condition of affairs which calls for the imme-
diate action of the Legislature, and that the danger of
delay is too imminent to admit of any postponement
whatever. He then goes on to say that if, in the
wisdom of the Legislature, a commission shall be
formed to rebuild the Quarantine establishment, so as

to bring it up to the highest ideal standard of modern
scientific knowledge, he can pledge the cooperation of
the city authorities and of the medical profession, who
have shown themselves to be fully alive to the great
dangers of the situation.

On the first business day of the session of the State
Legislature, a bill was introduced into the Senate, it
is stated, at the instigation of the Quarantine Com-
missioner, Thomas C. Platt, which makes the salary
of the Health Officer, $10,000 a year, reduces the
Quarantine fees, and provides for their disbursement
in the payment of salaries and other necessary ex-

penses.

MEDICAL NOTES.

—

The Army and Navy Journal quotes.an electri-
cian as proposing the use of nitrate (sic) of amyl as a

filling for shells, instead of gun-powder. " A few
gallons of this nitrate dashed upon the deck of a war-

ship would soon render her crew helpless." It is not

necessary for the shell to penetrate the ship's walls.
for if the shell was dropped on deck the ventilating
apparatus employed on most iron-clads would suck
the vapor down into the hold and aid in the over-

whelming of the crew. Meantime, the attacking force
tows the useless ship away, and at leisure lifts out the
dead or senseless men.

—

An interesting incident is given in the Lancet,
regarding the late Sir William Smart, of the British
Naval Medical Service. In the course of duty he had
never been under fire, although from indulging his
curiosity as a spectator of the siege operations at

Sebastopol he had run some risk. But it so happened
that iji China he was on one occasion accidentally
wounded by a pistol bullet. It entered above the
wrist, ran up the arm, and lodged between the radius
and ulna just below the elbow. He said he could
sometimes feel this ball get in between the bones when
bending the joint, and cause sudden stoppage of the

movement of flexion. With characteristic resolution,
Sir William kept this a secret throughout his life,
even from his family, because he feared that if known
it might injure his prospects of employment as a hos-
pital surgeon. Shortly before his death he expressed
a wish that some mention should be made of his
wound, the scar of which was visible, in order to show
that though a man may have a bullet encysted in his
right forearm, he may still be a good operator.

—

Dr. H. Chataing made a medico-legal study of
poisoning by chloride of potassium for his inaugural
thesis based on eleven collected cases, according to the
report of this thesis in the London Medical Record.
Cases of poisoning by chloride of potassium are

rare in France, where the drug is little given as a

medicine, but is more frequent in Germany, and still
more so in the United States. They are due either
to mistakes in dispensing, ignorance, or

—

though not
often—to attempted murder or suicide. The symp-
toms are the slate-coloration of the skin, which is
either uniform or in patches, and is sometimes accom-

panied by jaundice. The urine becomes scanty, dark-
colored, and contains albumen. In subacute cases the
drug acts as an irritant poison, giving rise to diarrhoea,
vomiting, and gastric ecchymoses. In acute cases

there are cardiac symptoms, and alteration of shape of
the blood-corpuscles. The best treatment is milk as a

diuretic, pilocarpine as a diaphoretic, and stimulants
prevent a collapse. The maximum dose permissible is
from six to eight grammes in the twenty-four hours.

NEW ENGLAND.

—

George D. Hersey, M.D., of Providence, has
been appointed visiting surgeon to the Rhode Island
Hospital, to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Dr. Edward T. Caswell.

NEW YORK.
—The President of the Board of Health, Mr. Bayles,

having recently made a report on the sanitary condi-
tion of the City Hall, which declares that this is so

bad that immediate steps should be taken to prevent
risk to the lives and health of the occupants of the
building, all the offices have been temporarily va-

cated, and the Common Council have ordered the
Commissioner of Public Works to make, without de-
lay, such changes and improvements in the drainage,
plumbing and ventilation as will put the building in
proper sanitary condition.

—

Up to Saturday, January 7th, the Hospital Satur-
day and Sunday fund amounted to about $20,000.

—

At the meeting of the Academy of Medicine, held
January 5th, memorial papers were read by Dr. J.
L. Corning on Dr. T. R. Varick, by Dr. J. C. Peters
on Dr. Middleton Goldsmith, by Dr. S. D. Hubbard
on Dr. Jared Linsly, and by Dr. Francis Delafield on

Dr. Alonzo Clark.
'

—

Dr. Newton M. Shaffer has commenced, under the
auspices of the trustees of the institution, a course of
free lectures on Orthopaedic Surgery, at the New
York Orthopaedic Dispensary and Hospital at 126
East 59th Street.
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